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St Melangell‟s Shrine Church 

and the St Melangell‟s Centre 

Melangell was a female saint of the 7th century. According to tradition, she came to 

this part of Wales from Ireland and lived as a hermit in the valley. One day 

Brochwel, Prince of Powys, was hunting and pursued a hare which took refuge 

under Melangell's cloak. The Prince's hounds fled, and he was moved by her courage 

and sanctity. He gave her the valley as a place of sanctuary, and Melangell became 

Abbess of a small religious community. After her death her memory continued to be 

honoured, and Pennant Melangell has been a place of pilgrimage for many centuries. 

Melangell remains the patron saint of hares. 

The church is a Grade 1 listed building and there has been a 

Christian presence on its site for over 1200 years. Its setting, 

in a place of great beauty deep in the Berwyn Mountains, is 

peaceful and unspoilt. The church stands in a round 

churchyard, once a Bronze Age site, ringed by ancient yew 

trees estimated to be two thousand years old. Parts of the 

building date from the 12th Century though the most recent, 

a rebuilding of the apse on its original foundations, was 

completed only in 1990. The impression is still that of a simple Norman church, 
well-loved and beautified over the years.  

The church's greatest treasure is the 12th Century shrine of Saint Melangell. This 

was dismantled after the Reformation and its stones, carved with a strange blend of 

Romanesque and Celtic motifs, were built into the walls of the church and lych-gate. 

They were reassembled in the last century and have now 

been re-erected in the chancel. The result is an impressive 

monument, unique in Britain and recently described by a 

leading scholar as 'of pan-European significance'. Bones said to 

be those of the saint have been deposited within the shrine. 

In 1987, the church was in such a poor state that repair was 

impossible and a full-scale restoration was necessary if it was to be saved. This work 

was begun in 1988 under the Rev'd Paul Davies and his wife Evelyn, and was 
completed in 1992 at a cost of £170,000.  

 St Melangell's Church has always been a Pilgrims' Church, and visitors come from all 

over Britain and beyond. The Priest Guardian is called to serve a pilgrim church 

which does not have its own congregation. Equally, s/he will come into contact, 

either through actual visitors or through post and electronic media, with a 

potentially worldwide „congregation‟. 



 

The Vision and Purpose of the Shrine and Centre 
 

The purpose of the Shrine and Centre is to offer prayer, welcome and the prospect 

of wholeness to all who visit, or who seek support from the Guardian and Director. 

 

St Melangell Shrine and Centre, through the Guardian and Director and those who 

support him/her, tries to provide a welcome and presence for all who seek a 

compassionate and peaceful place for reflection, silence, prayer or pastoral care, 

whether as individuals or groups, and enable people to deepen their relationship 

with God, themselves and others. We particularly wish to ensure that those who 

may not profess faith are welcome too.  

 

Primarily, we will be seeking from applicants for the 

post imaginative but realistic ways of realising this 

purpose, and encourage them to articulate the vision 

they have to serve in this beautiful place. 

 

Commitment from the Trustees 
 

The Trustees fully support the future development of such a „presence‟, together 

with a strengthening of the relationship between the Shrine and Centre. 

Foundational to that presence is a regular rhythm of liturgical prayer. 

 

The Trustees seek to take more responsibility in co-operation with the Guardian 

and Director, for the maintenance and development of the Shrine and Centre. We 

believe that what is offered in the Centre begins to encapsulate, and translate into 

daily working terms, the presence and spirituality of the Shrine, so the two are 

enmeshed.  

 

The Trustees recognize that many groups and individuals 

have benefitted greatly from open, guided or led Quiet 

Days here, and suggest that this element be considered 

carefully when articulating a vision. 

The Trustees support, and will actively help to promote 

with the Guardian and Director, an increased role for 

volunteers in both the Shrine and Centre. 
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Post Description 
 

The Trustees recognize the need to continue a strong relationship between the 

Shrine and the Centre which will eventually enable them to be a single venture, 

whilst also recognizing that a prayerful presence and witness here will be very 

important for the life of the emerging Tanat Mission Area and the Diocese of St 

Asaph as well. 

 

Developing the Shrine  
 

The Shrine Guardian will: 

 

1. Ensure that the Prayer of the Church is offered regularly, ideally on a daily 

basis once a list of committed volunteers has been drawn up. 

2. Include within that offering a regular opportunity for Christ‟s ministry of 

healing to be offered within the context of worship in the Shrine. 

3. Keep the Diocese and Province aware of Shrine‟s rhythm of quiet space, 

prayer and healing, available to all. 

 

Developing the Centre 
 

The Director of the Centre will work with the Trustees to ensure: 

 

1. The promotion and encouragement of „presence‟ in the Church in a wide 

variety of ways, and the leading of fellow pilgrims into a deeper relationship 

with God. 

2. The recruiting of a team to assist in all aspects of the Centre‟s life. 

3. The continuing development of a programme of Quiet Days at the Centre, 

including a Ministry of Hospitality to all who specifically seek out spiritual 

nurture and renewal here. 

4. Confidential listening for those who wish it. 

5. Keeping the gardens tidy and promoting the link with the Quiet Garden‟s 

movement. 

6. Adherence to Health and Safety, Safeguarding and other relevant legislation. 

7. Sufficient time and working space is provided for the Guardian / Director and 

team to prepare for worship, homilies and quiet days. 



8. The necessary administrative hours, equipment and space to note promptly 

and sensitively prayer requests, receive and service bookings, handle money 

and keep accounts and maintain the corporate life of the Centre and Shrine as 

described above. 

9.  In particular, to keep the Diocese and Province aware of the Centre‟s 

purposes, through the Trustees, and to prepare Reports for meetings and 

take part in these. 

 

Life in the Mission Area 
 

Although St Melangell‟s will be „extra parochial‟ the post-holder will nevertheless be 

part of the emerging Tanat Mission Area Shared Ministry Team, working both to 

ensure that the Shrine and Centre are recognized as a place for reflection and quiet 

across the Mission Area, and taking an agreed part, periodically and after 

consultation, in the provision of ministry in the Mission Area. 

 

The Tanat Mission Area is one of three „valley‟ 

mission areas which are being formed from the 

Mathrafal Deanery. It takes its name from the 

River Tanat which dominates this narrow valley 

landscape running west to east in north Powys. 

The Tanat separates the Berwyn Mountains, to 

the north, from the rolling Montgomery Hills, to 

the south.  

The Mission Area currently comprises two Groups of parishes, which are: 

The Llanrhaeadr ym Mochnant Group, presently including: Llanrhaeadr ym 

Mochnant, Penybontfawr and Llangynog (currently parish churches); Llanarmon 

Mynydd Mawr (a pilgrim church) and Rhos y Brithdir (a church) within the parish of 

Llanrhaeadr; and Pennant Melangell (a shrine church) currently with the parish of 

Llangynog. This Group is currently served by one full-time priest, an NSM curate, 

and worship leaders; and the Parishes of Llansilin, Llangadwaladr and Llangedwyn, 

which include four churches and one HFD priest and worship leaders. 

At present these groups of parishes are in the early stages of forming and working 

together as the Tanat Mission Area, to promote the Gospel and to grow in faith in 

this beautiful area. The vision for mission areas in the diocese is to strengthen links 

and explore ways to work more closely together to build up a good team which is 
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committed to sharing the good news of Jesus and which will energise and enable 

others to join with them to reach out into the communities beyond the church 

doors, while celebrating and recognising the diversity and specialness of each 

individual community and their unique contribution to the whole. 

This Tanat rural area is mainly agricultural with a high percentage of Welsh spoken 

in the western part of the valley. There is one Church in Wales primary school at 

Llangedwyn and there are strong links with this school and links with the other two 

primary schools in the area, all of which feed into Llanfyllin High School. 

The nearest town centres are Oswestry and Welshpool with several shops and a 

large Doctor‟s surgery and Dentist at Llanfyllin. There is also a satellite surgery and 

a Dentist as well as Post Office and several shops at Llanrhaeadr ym Mochnant. 

 

Person Specification 
 

We are seeking: 

 A Priest in Anglican Orders with at least three years‟ parochial experience as 

an Incumbent. 

 Someone whose life is given to prayer. 

 Someone who can demonstrate experience both of genuine shared ministry 

and of encouraging and sustaining others in the development of that ministry. 

 Someone who, through the faithful rhythm of worship at Pennant and the 

devising of materials to be used across the diocese, will enable us to deepen 

our corporate life of prayer. 

 And someone who has the inner resources to enjoy living in a remote place. 

 

House for Duty (HfD) 
 

 Such a working arrangement will be approved by the Bishop (as part of a 

diocesan deployment strategy) and implemented with the agreement of, and in 

full consultation with, the Trustees. It is crucial to the success of this 

arrangement that there is in place a very clear agreement about the nature and 

extent of the duties to be carried out by the HFD cleric.  

 

 In such an arrangement, the cleric will be licensed into a parish (or group), 

becoming effectively the office-holder and, whilst being “self-supporting” (i.e. not 

receiving a stipend), will be required to live in the parsonage. This principle 



applies to this post, with the successful applicant being licensed to the Mission 

Area. 

 

 HFD posts will be available for a minimum of three years. The usual age of 

retirement will be 70, but may be extended on an annual basis with the 

agreement of the Bishop 

 

What is expected from a HFD cleric? 

 To an extent this will vary from situation to situation, and it is right that it should, 

but in general terms the HFD cleric will be occupied with worship and the 

spiritual and pastoral life of the parish/es, and in this case the St Melangell‟s Shrine 

and Centre 

 

 The work expectation of a HFD cleric will normally be Sunday services plus an 

average of two days per week, and should include the following elements: 

 

o Responsibility for the maintenance of a regular pattern of worship at the 

Shrine and all other matters relating to the Shrine, as described in „Developing 

the Shrine‟ 

o Working in the Centre and with its allied concerns, as described in 

„Developing the Centre‟ 

 

As outlined above, it is vital to the success of an HFD arrangement that both the 

cleric and the Trustees fully understand and endorse the nature and extent of the 

duties to be carried out.  

General Terms and Conditions relating to the arrangement 

 A house will be provided and the diocese and the Trustees together will meet all 

costs, including maintenance, insurance (not contents) and Council Tax. Water 

charges will be the responsibility of Trustees. 

 

 Removal costs, into and out of the house, will be paid  

 

 The normal re-location grant will be paid 

 

 Supervision and support, together with an agreed professional development 

programme, will be the responsibility of the Trustees, in conjunction with the 

diocese. 

 



 The Centre Office expenses relating to the successful applicant‟s work in the 

Shrine and Centre will be paid by the Trustees. 

 

 Any fees for weddings and funerals which might accrue when the HfD Priest is 

working in the Mission Area, will be retained by the HfD cleric 

 

 Holidays will be as for other clergy in the diocese. 

 

 Continuing Ministerial Development and training will be available, as for all clergy. 

 

 The HFD arrangement can be terminated on three months‟ notice by either 

party. 

 

 The diocese will satisfy itself that the HFD cleric‟s financial position is sound, so 

that he/she or a surviving spouse can vacate the house at the termination of the 

arrangement without difficulty. A written statement by the HFD cleric to this 

effect may be called for. 

 

 As the occupation of the house is a condition of service, it seems likely that it will 

not be regarded as a benefit-in-kind by HMRC. The HFD cleric should 

understand that this situation could change.   

 

An attractive, detached, three-bedroom 

cottage, with bathroom, kitchen and 

utility room, plus three downstairs 

rooms is provided as accommodation 

for the Shrine Guardian. It has a well-

established cottage garden. The 

property is just opposite the church 

and next to the Centre and has oil 

central heating. There is broadband 

wireless internet connection and a 

satellite dish for television viewing. It is 

well maintained by the Diocesan 
Parsonage Board.  
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